ABSTRACT
The 2008 terrorist attack in Mumbai was characterized by a sense of public confusion and frustration. Throughout the event, the attackers were able to avoid an operationally superior counterterrorism force and for four consecutive days managed to spread terror in India's most populous city. One of the main contributing factors in the LeT and JuD's success was their innovative use of lean everyday technology. Not only did technology give the attackers detailed information about their targets before the attack, but the information they received during the attack gave the terrorists a sustained tactical edge. After the attacks two primary questions remain. How did this happen? What, if anything, can be done to disrupt and prevent this style of terrorist attack? This essay will analyze the use of technology in the Mumbai attack, and will conclude with a set of lessons learned and recommendations for practitioners moving forward.

BACKGROUND
This essay is not intended to provide a comprehensive analysis of the social and political climate that led to the attacks, but rather to review the use of technology during the attack itself, and to provide recommendations for practitioners to mitigate or prevent another Mumbai. For a more thorough background see Christine Fair's analysis in her testimony before the Committee on Homeland Security Subcommittee on Transportation Security and Infrastructure Protection. Having said that, in order to provide a foundation for the overall analysis, it is necessary first to review how the attackers planned, acquired, and used technology during the lead up to the Mumbai attack.

INTRODUCTION
The November 26, 2008 terrorist attack in Mumbai was an eye opening experience for many in the public safety community and signaled a new wave of small-arms attacks that has continued steadily for the past seven years. The main question from the aftermath of the attack is still relevant today. How do a small number of terrorist operatives run a disciplined, coordinated, and sustained attack on a large metropolitan area with virtual impunity? The short answer was, and still is, technology. The situational use of cell phones and other low-fi tools gave the Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and Jamaat ul Dawa (JuD) attackers detailed information about their targets before the attack and a sustained tactical advantage during the attack. This essay will analyze the use of technology in the Mumbai attack, and will conclude with a set of lessons learned and recommendations for practitioners moving forward.
David Headley (aka Daood Gilani) was tapped to accomplish this task. In the months leading up to the attack, Headley visited Mumbai five times to collect video, photographs, and GPS locations of key targets. The most valuable of his visits was used to map the landing site. By mapping the landing site in advance via Google Earth, Headley allowed the attackers to enter India at a predetermined site where he knew they would face limited resistance. It is clear that David Headley’s use of everyday technology (Google Earth, handheld camera, etc.) helped him avoid detection, but how was he able to acquire such in-depth intelligence without any red flags being raised on the front end? Again, the answer lies in how the LeT and JuD acquired their technology and the kinds of technology they used.

**How the Terrorists Acquired Technology**

The consumerization of technology in Southern Asia has not only allowed the cities of Bangalore and Mumbai to become regional “silicon valleys”, but has also increased the access to information and communications technologies for criminals and terrorists. Hasan Gafoor, Mumbai’s police commissioner, provided an excellent summary following the attacks. “Once complicated technologies, including GPS systems and satellite phones have become simpler to operate, terrorists, like everyone else, have become adept at using them.” Basically, the Mumbai attackers were able to avoid detection because the tools that they used--GPS markers, Google Earth, camera phones, and cable television--are virtually impossible for public safety officials to track and limit.

The only exception to their reliance on low-fi tools was the operative’s choice of phones. Analysts found out rather quickly during the attack that the on-the-ground managers and remote planners were masking their locations. The operators in Mumbai used satellite phones to communicate with their handlers in Lahore, Pakistan, who were themselves supposedly using VoIP (internet) operated phones to further cover their tracks.

While these phones were being procured in the weeks leading up to the attack, an inconsistency with one of the purchasers actually raised a red flag that almost gave the attackers up. The individual who purchased the phones for Lashkar-e-Taiba through providers in New Jersey, USA, claimed that his name was Kharak Singh and that he was from India, yet he provided a Pakistani Passport number for the transaction. The vendor of the technology, Callphonex, asked via e-mail, “If you're from India, why do you have a Pakistani passport?” Unfortunately, this question was asked on November 25, 2008, and by then the attackers had already left for Mumbai. This event is an example of the speed at which terrorists can operate and a reminder that the current counterterrorism measures designed to flag suspicious behavior may be inadequate to uncover and disrupt operations by agile terror networks of this sort.

**Attack Phase**

While the groundwork for the operation was years in the making, the attack itself lasted from November 26, 2008 to November 29, 2008 and was carried out by the LeT and JuD using four attack teams operating initially on five different targets: Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus; Leopold Café; Taj Mahal Hotel; Oberoi Trident; and Nariman House Jewish Community Center. In order to maximize confusion and distract first responders, the attackers detonated two taxi bombs at Wadi Bunder and Vile Parle. When all was said and done the attackers killed 172 individuals and wounded an additional 308. On top of the civilian casualties nine out of ten of the attackers were themselves killed during the attack.
Technology and Situational Awareness

The Mumbai attack was not the first terror attack in which the media and other public sources were used inadvertently to release tactical information to the wrong audience. In 1972 during the Munich massacre, the hostage takers watched the television broadcast within the Olympic dorms. In the Westgate mall attack in Kenya, the Al Shabaab attackers received updates via their cell phones. In order to understand the extent to which the Mumbai attackers were reliant on public source technology for on-the-ground advantages, it is helpful to review the following captured conversation between the attackers and their handlers that was intercepted during the event.
The following conversation occurred at the Taj Mahal Hotel early in the attack.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>November 27, 2008 - 3:10 a.m.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrorist:</strong> Greetings!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handler:</strong> Greetings! There are three Ministers and one Secretary of the Cabinet in your hotel. We don’t know in which room.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrorist:</strong> Oh! That is good news! It is the icing on the cake!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handler:</strong> Find those 3 - 4 persons and get whatever you want from India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrorist:</strong> Pray that we find them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Ministry of External Affairs India, 2009)

From that communication it is clear that the terrorists had a mission with specific targets and were being fed intelligence from the outside. Marc Goodman, from the Future Crimes Institute, provided another example of this information-sharing pattern from that same day.

Terrorists entered the hotel room of a hostage who claimed to be a teacher. It did not make sense that a teacher stayed in a suite. The attackers called their handlers with the name of the hostage. The handlers in the operations center ‘Googled’ this person’s named and asked the attackers. ‘Is this person bald? Does he wear glasses? Is he heavyset?’ the attackers responded yes whereby the handlers told them ‘we found him online, kill him.’

This could very well be the first example of terrorists using Google as a tactical tool during an event. Additionally, at one point the handlers picked up on a Twitter image that was broadcast by the BBC and relayed it directly to the attackers. The “Tweet pic” actually gave away the location of the Indian counterterrorism forces storming the Nariman House during the waning moments of the event, and resulted in the terrorists counter-attacking the assault forces storming the building from the roof.

Lessons Learned and Actionable Next Steps

While a slow response by the Indian Security Forces certainly played a part in the 172 deaths during the event, an arguably more important factor is the LET’s innovative use of technology. Using this assumption as a starting point, the following section provides four recommendations for public safety officials to mitigate this style of attack. In order to help counter this fluid use of low-fi technology and increase the speed at which they can respond, managers should work to integrate improvisation into their planning and exercise process, limit bureaucratic red tape that prevents inter-organizational cooperation, double down on community-centric active shooter training, and be open to operationally adopting new and innovative technology.

Planning and Exercising for Improvisation

In the United States, the Incident Command System (ICS) has been almost universally adopted by Emergency Managers and Homeland Security organizations across the country. During the Mumbai attack, Indian emergency managers had planned for attacks, but they lacked a modular and flexible structure when it came to communicating and responding in a non-routine fashion. ICS provides a structure and starting point with which, at least theoretically, these challenges can be overcome. However, over a decade of research shows that while ICS can be effective in helping managers respond flexibly to events, it can also be hampered by issues with training depth and may need to be supplemented with focused bottom up planning.

Managers need to acknowledge the strengths and limitations of ICS and focus their planning efforts on capability-based frameworks such as...
Stripling’s Evidence-Based Planning Criteria, which help foster improvisation and which may help managers to avoid situation-based planning.\textsuperscript{21} In addition to leaner planning, exercises that incorporate things like McEntire’s Spontaneous Planning concept and Kendra and Wachtendorf’s research into improvisation are great ways to start building flexibility into the culture of an organization.\textsuperscript{22}

Limit Bureaucracy
Para, the special forces unit of the Indian Army, was delayed in responding to the event because they did not have their own air assets to travel from New Delhi to Mumbai. Another bureaucratic weakness that characterized the response to the event was the fact that the Indian Navy, which is stationed within Mumbai itself, initially could not respond to the attack because they needed a Navy officer to sign off on their release before they could use military assets on a civilian response.\textsuperscript{23} However small, these delays prevented responders from engaging before the terrorists had a chance to settle into their environment and assault their primary objectives. While it is always advisable to try and streamline processes wherever possible, the Mumbai attack is a great reminder of what happens when bureaucracy handcuffs responders who are facing a tech savvy, lean, and adaptable adversary.

The Importance of Active Shooter Training and Resources
Surprisingly, in November of 2008, Mumbai front line responders had no active shooting training, and the city of Mumbai had no rapid response force or SWAT team unit to speak of.\textsuperscript{24} While local law enforcement organizations in the U.S. train frequently for active shooter scenarios, unfortunately the training often stops there. As recommended in the FBI’s 2013 study on active shooter events and the Final Report of the Sandy Hook Advisory Commission, non-law enforcement community organizations such as schools and businesses need to leverage active shooter events such as Mumbai to gain access to better resources and to justify organization-wide training.\textsuperscript{25}

Counter Technology with Technology
The biggest advantage that the perpetrators of the Mumbai attack had was a monopoly of pre-event information and the element of surprise. This advantage can be mitigated by employing some fairly new tools, such as real-time analytics and pre-event data mining, to stop attacks in progress and to balance the information asymmetry that occurs during the early phase of an attack.

Currently, most Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) have live television feeds from several outlets to choose from during an event. EOC’s are formatted in this way so that managers may have real-time information in the quickest manner possible. To further increase situational awareness during fluid events, emergency responders must now expand their sources of information to include social media and other developing networks. Monitoring social media can easily become overwhelming for emergency managers. At one point during the Mumbai attack there were over 1,000 Twitter messages being posted per minute regarding the event.\textsuperscript{26} This is where responders should utilize social media aggregators to monitor trends and to relay relevant information in real time. Such technologies include Hootsuite, which collects social media information, and SwiftRiver which aggregates social media data.\textsuperscript{27} These technologies include natural language processing, which gives georeferential context and information validation to previously raw information. Simply put, social media situational and crisis awareness needs to be “outsourced” to the appropriate software so that more resources can be redirected towards responding to an event.\textsuperscript{28} One of the most successful real world uses of this style of monitoring was when the Boston Police Department was able to monitor its social media channels in real time during the Boston Marathon Bombing and use that information to assist in identifying and locating the two bombing suspects in rapid succession.\textsuperscript{29}
Moving Forward

The increased availability and affordability of technology will only make it easier for another terrorist group to replicate the results of the Mumbai attack. Unfortunately, attacks such as the Westgate Mall attack in 2013, the 2014 Peshawar school massacre in Pakistan, and the 2015 attack on the Charlie Hebdo office in Paris serve to remind us that Mumbai-style attacks are the new normal for terrorists.\(^{30}\) Just as the Boston Police Department did during the 2013 Marathon Bombing, responders need to know, digitally speaking, where to look during an event and also how to integrate outside agencies quickly and seamlessly into their response.\(^{31}\) There is a particular need to leverage the increase in publicly available data and to process that data in real time using things like data aggregators (i.e. HootSuite, SwiftRiver, etc.) and social media monitors.\(^{32}\) On top of adapting new technology and promoting inter-organizational coordination, it is also important for organizations to double down on community-centric active shooter training and to adopt a culture of flexible planning using frameworks such as Stripling’s Evidence-Based Planning Criteria and McEntire’s Spontaneous Planning concept.\(^{33}\) By integrating some of these new tools and tweaking some old best practices such as planning and training, managers can stay one step ahead of an active shooter style attack and mitigate, if not prevent, the next Mumbai.\(^{34}\)
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